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FRED  A. SMITH,  Hathorne, Mass. The New York State Fruit Testing Co-operative Association, Inc., 
has held  an annual meeting  each  year at Gcneva and. tluriizg  each 
session  the various  new  fruits have  lseeiz  discussed.  'I'lie  ititerest 
in these meetings has been lteen and many lnembers have expressed 
a disappointment in the short time allowed for the meeting and the 
inspection  of  the new  fruits  and trial  grounds.  This  year a two- 
day meeting was held and more spealcers were put on the program. 
The Directors have advocated the publishing of  this report which is 
the first of  the series which will appear at intervals. 
The New  York  state Fruit  Testing  Association,  Inc., owes  its 
origin to the desire  of  fruit growers to obtain for trial under their 
respective  soil  and climatic  conditions  new  and valuable varieties 
originated or  approved by the New Yorlc State Agricultural Experi- 
ment Station.  In "Article 11-Objects"  of  the By-Laws which were 
drawn up in 1918,  we read as follows-"The  subjects for which this 
association is  formed, are to co-operate  with  the New  Yorlc  State 
Experiment  Station,  in  the further  testing,  production,  sale  and 
distribution  of  new  and  valuable  varieties  of  fruit  trees,  plants, 
vines and bushes  which  have been  originated or  approved by the 
Station, and to perform  such other services for its members as are 
permitted by the said act as shall be necessary  in carrying out the 
above named specific objects and purposes of  the corporation." 
The membership is not restricted to New York State, as in "Article 
111-Membership",  we read-"Any  producer of  horticultural products 
may become a member by signing the by-laws  and by payment of 
the membership fee.  A certificate of  membership shall be issued to 
each member.  Such certificate of  membership shall not be transfer- 
able." 
The membership  fee  is  one  dollar  per  year  and  each  paid-up 
member  is entitled. to a premium  which may be selected from the 
listed stock. 
The Fruit  Testing  Association  started with  no  funds.  During 
the first few years of  its existence a  local nurseryinan propagated 
its stock for a izominal fee, but this arrangement was not fully satis- 
factory as it was impossible to predict future sales. 
For the past five years the Association has been renting land and 
growing all of  its stock.  The Manager, H. L. King, and his helpers 
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look  after  the  growing,  packing,  and  distribution  of  the  plants. 
Each year a catalog and price list is issued and after the members 
have had all opportunity to make their selections, the stock is sold 
to non-members. 
The Fruit Testing Association has proved  of  great advantage to 
all parties concerned.  First, it provides a  wide and extensive test 
for the new  and noteworthy varieties, as its 1400 members, which 
are  scattered thruout  the United  States aiid  Canada, live  under 
varied  soil  and  climatic  conditions; second,  it  provides  a  rapid 
means of  determining the value of  a variety aiid placing it before 
the public; third, it relieves the New York Agricultural Experiment 
Station from the duty of  propagating and distributing stock; and, 
fourth, it provides a source for obtaining stock.of  rare kinds that are 
true to name and in sufficient quantities to obtain a satisfactory test. Eleventh Annrral Jfeetilig 
of 
The New Uorli: SLa te Fruit Testing Co-opera  tive 
Association, Inc. 
THE  eleventh annual meeting of  the New Yorlc State Fruit Test- 
ing Co-operative  Association,  Ilzc., was  held  in Jordan  Hall  at 
the New York State Agricultural  Experiment Station on Thursday 
and Friday, September .19th and 20th.  The morning of  September 
19th was  devoted  to a  business  meeting  under  the chairmanship 
of  President B.  ~1  Van Buren.  The secretary, Richard Wellington, 
was  aslted  to read  the Annual  Report.  The report was  accepted 
as read. 
The Financial Report for the year 1929 was given by H. L. King, 
Manager  of  the  Association.  Fred  A.  Smith,  Chairman  of  the 
Auditing Committee, stated tliat the boolts had been examined and 
found  to be  correct  and in  excelle~lt  condition.  The report  was 
accepted as read. 
The election  of  directors then took place.  The term of  office of 
Dr. U. P. Hedricli., Frank B.  Smith, and George A. Morse expired 
at this  date.  The three  retiring  directors  were  renominated  and 
re-elected. 
The election of  the Auditing Committee followed.  C. H. Mills of 
Sodus, G. H. Howe of  Geneva, and R. H. Parker of  Buffalo were 
elected. 
Secretary  Wellington  discussed  the  new  storage  cellar  which 
was being built for the Association, and pointed out Iiow much more 
satisfactory and serviceable the new cellar will be than the old one. Afternoon Session, Sept. 19 
New Fruits and Their Developlnent 
President B. D. V~N  BUREN 
FAR  be it  from me to  talk more than a few minutes  on  this subject 
when  we  have here a  number  of  breeders  of  fruit who have an 
established  reputation  in  this  field  of  experimental  endeavor.  I 
am only an enthusiastic fruit grower who has often wished he had 
the time to do this type of  work.  I know, as Dr. Hedrick has often- 
times aptly stated, that most varieties of  fruits are best known by 
their faults rather than by their virtues. 
What would New Yorli's apple growing industry be without the 
Baldwin, Greening, and Northern  Spy, none  of  which  we  can call 
old  varieties?  At  the last  New  York  American  Institute Exhibit 
held  in  Madison  Square in the late nineties, I  gathered together 
an exhibit of  237  varieties of  apples, apparently all distinct, and I 
doubt if  many people here have heard of  over 23 of  that 237, and 
yet  each  one  of  them at some time was  thought  good  enough  to 
propagate  and  name.  I  remember  Black  Spitzcnburg,  Flushing 
Spitzenburg, Esopus Spitzenburg, White Spitzenburg, Golden Russet, 
Roxbury  Russet,  Perry Russet, English  Russet, Pumpkin Russet, 
and others.  Today both the Spitzenburgs  and Russets  are in the 
discard. 
A grape breedcr of  note from Texas sent a collectioli of  50 or more 
seedling grapes which I, with two other  gentlemen, went  over  very 
carefully.  We thought  some of  them  quite wonderful,  and yet  I 
could  go  out today  and cut from unnamed  seedling  vines  on the 
Station  grounds  specimens  of  100  different  seedlings  that would 
put that exhibit to shame.  And yet, it is probable that the faults 
of  most of  them will prevent their propagation. 
There is room for only new varieties of  fruit that are superior in 
some way  to old  varieties, such as an improvement in color, size, 
texture,  flavor,  keeping  quality,  hanging  quality,  vigor  of  tree, 
immunity to disease of  fruit, tree, and foliage. 
The question  has  often  been  asltcd-"Is  the producing  of  new 
varieties \vorthwhile?"  I firmly believe that the production  of  the 
Cortland apple by this Station will benefit the State far more than 
all the money that has been spent by the Station in its plant brceding 
activities from its start until the present time. 
'The  United  States Department  of  Agriculture  and  the Experi- 
ment Stations of  many other states and  Canada are \vorking along 
similar lines and I  believe that the prosperous fruit grower of  195.0 
will  be the man who is keenly  alive to the present developmcnt of 
varieties, studies them carefully and sanely, and then has the courage 
of  his convictions and plants the new ltinds. 
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'The  Mclntosl~  was first fruited con~mercially  in New York State 
about thirty years ago.  The men who took the hunch  and. planted 
it heavily then and duri~~g  the next few years have almost universally 
reaped  a  liberal harvest, and yet, if  I  should live 40  years longer 
I would expect that then the h4cIntosh would no longer be planted, 
and that trees  of  McIntosh not too  old  would  be  going  through 
the grafting over process to a  better variety that would  hetter fill 
the fi/lcIntosh niche in our apple growing scheme. 
Fruit  growers  should  realize  that  everything  except  the world 
we  live in and tl~e  universe that surrounds it is moving fa.ster than 
it ever moved before.  'This  same speed will apply to the elimination 
of  a variety as soon as a better one is found to take its place. 
Report by Director E. F. Palmer, Vineland Experiment Station, 
Canada. 
I  feel  somewhat  diffident  about coming  here,  especially  to this 
Station, and particularly in talking on the subject of  fruit breeding, 
because  we  at Vineland  recognize  the fact  that we  are babes  in 
arms, as it were, in the fruit breeding game when  we  compare or 
attempt to compare the length of  time and results, which  are less 
than 15 years,  with  those  of  Geneva, where  the breeding  worlt is 
probably 35 or 40 years old. 
However, due perhaps to lack of  imagination on our part, some 
15 years ago we began to stress more the fruit breeding end of  the 
Station's activities, rather than attempt, by one method or another, 
to obtain refinement in cultural practices.  We had the feeling then 
that there was more to be gained from the standpoint of  the com- 
mercial fruit and vegetable grower, in the improvement of  varieties 
than there was in the refinement of  cultural methods.  We therefore 
gave  the  breeding  work  the precedence  over  other  horticultural 
work which we might have done. 
A  word  about the introductions which  we  have made.  You  all 
know  that  most  of  our  present  commercial  varieties  originated 
as chance seedlings.  There are still varieties  originating that way. 
In fact, even tho we have commercialized plant  breeding and are 
raising  seedlings  in  large  quantities, since  1911 or  1912 we  have 
made  upwards  of  2,000  crosses  of  different  fruits,  and  have  set 
upwards of  100,000 seedling plants or  hybrid  plants.  From these 
we have made exactly eight introductions. 
In  our  commercialized  breeding,  referring  to  breeding  worlt 
generally, we  are perhaps more conscious of  the faults of  seedling 
fruits.  It is by their faults that they are most widely known.  As 
Station worlters and commercial plant breeders, we are more inclined 
to see faults than the average fruit grower. 
I am not trying to say that the plant breeder is better qualified 
to pick out good seedlings.  It  is our job, and we ought, with practice 
to acquire some facility and judgment in picking out seedlings. 
With  our  work  at Vineland,  we  have, with  each  fruit that we 
have worked with, tried to get the breeding work down to some kind 8  NEW  YORK  STATE  FRUIT  TESTING ASSOCIATION 
of  a  definite basis.  That is, with  each  fruit we would  be working 
with  some particular  thing.  In sweet  cherries  we  would  like  cer- 
tainly to get  something  more resistant  to brown  rot.  We would 
lilte to get better size, earlier varieties, etc.  With peaches our main 
effort has been to spread the Elberta season, since, from the growers' 
standpoint, the Elberta is the best of  all the peaches we have.  We 
have found out that quality should  be  sufficiently  good,  but it is 
not the main consideration.  The main considerations are vigor  of 
plant, productiveness,  regularity of  bearing,  and shipping  quality. 
Under our conditions, at  least, this has been proved by the experience 
and returns of  growers,  and the shipping  costs.  The Elberta has 
many admirable and desirable qualities, and using that variety as a 
base, we have tried to secure varieties of  equal merit but with dif- 
ferent reasons. 
As  I  have  said, we  have  made  eight  introductions  only.  Two 
of  these are strawberries, Vanguard and Vandyke, both early varie- 
ties.  The Vanguard seems to be filling a place more and more each 
season.  About six or seven years ago we sent out this variety for 
trial.  About  three years ago  we  were  practically  ready  to call  it 
quits, and say that Vanguard was not a success, as all we had were 
poor  reports.  We  then  discovered  that  the  only  ones  reporting 
were those not satisfied.  We found out that there were many who 
had acres of  fine strawberries.  The good  strawberries were  grown 
on a heavy strawberry soil which the growers of  the poor strawberries 
did not do. 
The Vandyke, which  loolted about the best  thing  on earth, did 
exceptionally well the first two years.  One man, who had the largest 
initial patch, about half  an  acre, in the first  year  of  fruiting toolr 
off  $4,000 gross.  The next year it was a complete failure, not only 
with him, but with two other growers.  Since that time it has become 
very susceptible to some mosaic disease, and the variety is down and 
out.  So there you  have the luck  of  the plant  breeder.  So much 
for strawberries. 
In  raspberries  we  have  had  a  good  many  thousand  seedlings. 
We have named and introduced one variety, the Vilting.  It is very 
well  suited  to our  conditions.  It is  being  planted  quite heavily 
commercially, and there are probably two or three hundred  acres 
at this time, which is very good, considering that the variety origi- 
nated in 1913 and that the first plants sent out for test was about 
1922.  Cuthbert is still the main commercial variety in our section 
and any new variety must, in the mind of  the fruit grower, be com- 
pared with Cuthbert.  Vilting is a lighter, brighter berry than Cuth- 
best.  For marltet purposes it is better than Cuthbert and is preferred. 
Cuthbert  is  preferred, however,  for  canning, as  it gives  a  bctter 
color and really is, in our opinion, a better quality berry than Vilting. 
Vilting also finds prefercncc  with the picltcrs, because of  its case in 
piclting.  The canes are smooth and entirely free of  pricltles. 
Under  our  conclitions  Latham  does  not  (3.0  as  well  as Viking, 
Wc clo  tiot feel that tlie Latha~sl  is as good  in cjuality as the Viltitlg 
nor  as  liascly.  TTilting is  an irnprovernet~t  ovct.  T,atham  in  yield, 
with us. In cherries we have niade one introduction, a white sweet cl~crry 
named. Victor.  'The  first seedling tree nia.tured its fruit in Gove~:nor 
Wood season.  A.s  this fruit was of  a firm-fleshed type, like Napoleowl, 
we tliought it had distinct value as a firm-fleshed type.  We found, 
since, however, that the older  the tree gets, the later it scems to 
ripen.  It  is now ripening just in advance of  Napoleon. 
In  peaches  we  have  made  four  introductions,  the  Vaughatl, 
Vedette, Valiant, and Veteraii. 
Vaughan is a fairly early peach, somewhat of  the Rochester type, 
rather dull unless well grown, and inclined to be fuzzy, and hardier 
than any other peach under our conditions.  In fact it was selected. 
by  us  chiefly  for  its hardiness.  It is  a  self-fertilized  seedling  of 
Leamington, a hardy variety. 
The  other  three  peaches,  Vedette,  Valiant,  and  Veteran,  are 
classed as being  of  the Elberta type.  Vedette matures in the St. 
John  season, Valiant  a few days later, and Veteran about a week 
before Elberta.  This gives us an Elberta type of  peach for approxi- 
mately  four  weeks.  Veteran  originated  from  a  cross  of  Vaughan 
and Stark's Early Elberta.  Vedette is an open-pollinated  seedling 
of  Elberta, ripens just  after Rochester, and resembles Elberta, but 
is globular and superior  in quality.  It ships sufficiently  well,  and 
much better than the Crawford type-a  type we are trying to  replace. 
There seems to be no  difficulty in getting  Elberta seedlings  which 
are superior in quality to their parent.  The low quality in Elberta 
seems to be a question of  the earliness of  maturity.  We have paid 
particular attention to the ability of  the fruit to remain on the tree 
until normal maturity has been reached.  The Elberta unfortunately 
has a tendency to drop before it is quite ready to pick. 
Valiant  is  also  an  open-pollinated  Elberta  seedling.  I  think 
perhaps its chief  distinction from the Vedette is that it is  a  little 
later  in maturing, and has, as a  result  of  tests this  year, proved 
very valuable as a canning peach, tho not bred or intended partic- 
ularly for that purpose.  It has sufficient firmness  of  flesh to can 
well and to allow the canner to hold the fruit a day or two before 
canning.  The Vedette and Valiant can be steam peeled with ease. 
Veteran is the last of  the three to ripen.  It  has a small pit and a 
very thick flesh, but may be a little too juicy to suit the canner.  We 
are not sure of  that point. 
That, I  think,  really  covers  the  introductions  we  have  made. 
We have, however,  a  Russet  Bartlett pear, which  seems  to have 
distinct  merit.  This  sport  possesses  the  Bartlett  shape, quality, 
etc., but its skin is completely Russet.  It hangs to the tree better 
than the ordinary Bartlett, and has a longer season than the Bartlett. 
If these  qualities  hold  out under  further observation, we  will  feel 
that it has distinct value. 
We have, of course, sent out for  trial many other seedlings be- 
sides  these  that I have  mentioned.  One  thing you  perhaps  have 
noticed, and that is that all our seedlings begin with the letter "V". 
This  indicates Vineland.  We  wanted  to  be  able to  identify our 
fruits easily, and when our varieties have superseded all others, you 
will know that our fruits are the finest.  (Laughter). 10  NETV  YORK STATE FRUIT TESTING ASSOCIATION 
We  find  with  our  growers, that when  we  name  a  seedling,  we 
unconsciously  set a  certain  seal  of  approval  on that seedling.  It 
means to him that that seedling has distinct merit, and more or less 
puts it in a commercial class.  Therefore we have been very careful, 
and in our minds, we think wisely, in not naming anything except 
those varieties which we were prepared to spread widely and which 
we  really  thought  would  eventually  become  commercial  varieties 
and widely grown.  With the exception of  the Vandylte strawberry, 
we  have been  on the right  track.  The growers have come to the 
point now where they feel that our decisions are good.  They now 
come  to  us  and  ask  what  varieties  should  be  propagated.  The 
nurserymen  are out to supply the demand of  the grower.  All  this 
comes back to the point of  naming. 
I do not know that I have anything more to say, except to thank 
you  for  so  ltindly  listening  to this  rambling  discussion,  and  also 
to thank  Dr. Hedrick  and those  connected  with  this Station for 
having  very  kindly  invited  me  down  here  to tell  you  sorncthing 
about our breeding work. 
Report by W. T. NIacoun, Horticulturist, Central Experimental 
Farm, Ottawa, Canada. 
Although I have been a member of  this Association for some time, 
this is the first opportunity I have had of  attending the meetings. 
I thought it might be well to give you a little idea of  tlie history of 
plant  breeding  in  Canada  as far  as the Experimental  Farms are 
concerned. 
The late William Saunders of  Canada was the grcatcst horticultur- 
ist Canada has ever had.  We were fortunate enough, in our experi- 
mental farm system, to have him as the first Director of  the Experi- 
mental Farm.  Horticulture is still a prominent bralich of  the work 
at these  farms.  Dr.  Saunders  began  plant  breeding  in  the  late 
sixties of  the past century.  He brought  with  him  to Ottawa the 
material  he  had  been  working  on, among  which  were  raspberry, 
currant, gooseberry, and grape seedlings.  He was a believer in the 
cross-breeding of  all ltinds of  fruits.  These were tested out at Ottawa 
and among his raspberries  Brighton and Count were  tlie two that 
have  been  introduced  and which  have  made  themselves  a  place 
as being especially early.  He then originated a hybrid between the 
blacltcap  and red  raspberry.  This has  not become  very  popular 
in Canada, however, except  in the province of  Alberta.  The name 
of  this was the Sarah raspberry.  This berry had as one of  its paretits 
the Hillman blackcap. 
Dr. Sauiiders  was  very  niuch  taben  with  blaclc  currants.  He 
introduced  about six new  kinds.  They arc much  more productive 
than the old-country  varieties, altho they are not grown to a great 
cxtent  conlmercially.  Private iiiciivicluals have them for  thc most 
part and fiiid  them hardy arid good cuoppcrs. Xl*,\V  YORIC  SrPL\'1'l:  FRCIT TESTISG ASSOCIA'TIOX  1 I 
Dr.  Saullders  introcluced  the  Josselyn  and  Pearl  gooseberries. 
I-Ie  also introduced the ISensington  grape.  The season  in Ca12ad.a 
was not long enough to make this grape a success. 
Dr. Saunders also began breeding hardy apples in  I S0-l.  I-le used 
the wild  Siberian  crab and crossed it with  the apple.  The result 
was crab apples not larger than 1% inches in diameter.  These were 
sent  ovcr  all  the Canadian  prairies  for  trial.  A large  proportion 
of  these were not hardy enougli for our coldest places.  Two of  the 
.first cross, however, proved hardy undcr the most adverse conditions, 
and these two varieties are now being used  as parents in breeding 
work.  Apple breeding on the largest scale in Canada is now being 
conducted on our prairies. 
Coming  down  to our  work  at Ottawa, my predecessor  felt the 
need of  better apples for that part of  Canada, and did some cross- 
breeding.  We had only five varieties at that time, in 1800.  Among 
these were the Scott Winter, which originated in the state of  Vermont. 
None of  these crosses amounted to a great deal. 
When  I  was  appointed  in the year  1898,  knowing  the need  of 
better varieties  of  apples, I  thought that the quickest  way  to get 
these was to sow the seed of  the best apples we had fruiting in our 
orchards.  I sowed seed that year of  the following varieties : McIntosh, 
Fameuse,  Langford  Beauty,  Northern  Spy,  Wealthy,  Salome, 
and Gano.  TVe  began  that year crossing and pollinating,  and ever 
since then we have continued this hand pollination of  apples, so that 
we have a large number  of  seedlings now, all hand pollinated.  It 
was a  very interesting thing to note that most of  these promising 
apples  came  from  the open-pollinated  apples  and that McIntosh 
has  given  the largest  number  of  promising  sorts.  The Fameuse 
apple gave only one variety that we found good enough to name. 
Speaking  of  the naming  of  apples,  it seems  to  me  that plant 
breeders  should be far seeing enough  to see that a  certain  apple, 
tho it would not be good enough in his own section, would be good 
in the United States or in some other country.  We can see when 
an apple is  likely  to be useful  to the United  States or to British 
Columbia, Great Britain, or some other place.  The result has been 
that apples that we do not think are good enough  at Ottawa have 
proved very satisfactory when we sent than to other places. 
We were looking, in this work, to obtain an apple which would 
keep longer  than the McIntosh, which is the latest keeping, really 
good apple that we had at Ottawa.  The other apples were not high 
enough in quality.  However, we had very few mrhich were later than 
the McIntosh itself, among the seedlings.  Today we have over 300 
varieties of  fairly good apples which will lteep longer than McIntosh. 
This will show you  that we  have made some progress  in breeding 
late-keeping apples. 
Coming now to some of  the apples which I have brought with me, 
I would like to show you some apples of  the McIntosh type. 
The Macross ripens the third week of  August, is a good shipper, 
and hangs well to the tree.  The Melba has done very well and we 
consider it our most outstanding variety.  Joyce is considered about 
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It  comes in just  about the season of  Wealthy.  Lobo has never been 
boomed by us to any great extent, but I understand that it is being 
planted in New Jersey in some great numbers.  Our greatest winter 
apple is the one called Linda.  It  is a seedling of  the Langford Beauty, 
and is a  cousin to the McIntosh.  It keeps about a month longer 
than  McIntosh and lteeps  its flavor  to the end.  This is a  fairly 
representative  series,  beginning  in  August,  and  lasting  until  late 
winter. 
The Development of  Seedless Fruits by Breeding1 
By A. B. STOUT,  New York Botanical Garden, New York 
DR.  STOUT has been  co-operating with  the New York Experi- 
ment Station for a number of  years in breeding seedless grapes 
and making pollination  studies.  In this paper he mentions many 
of  the valuable seedless varieties  of  fruit grown  thruout the world 
such as Washington navel orange, Gros Michel banana, Marsh grape 
fruit, Eureka lemon, and several European grapes, and states that 
no commercial  seedless fruits are grown in New  York, but that is 
no reason  why  such fruits  cannot be produced  by breeding.  The 
Stout Seedless, a white seedless grape of  good quality, developed at 
Geneva, is briefly discussed. 
Professor  N.  E.  Hansen,  Brookings,  S. D., sent  the following 
paper to be read,2  "The Relative Value of  Homozygous and Heterozy- 
gous Parents in the Breeding of  the Apple, Plum, Cherry, Grape, 
and other Fruits." 
These experiments indicate : 
1.  Cultivated  fruits  are  generally  highly  heterozygous.  This 
sometimes results in partial sterility and other undesirable qualities. 
They should be reduced to a homozygous condition in order to make 
new recombinations. 
2.  To  hasten  the  work  of  amelioration,  homozygous  species 
should  be  used  in hybridization.  All  primitive  species  should  be 
tested  for  this  purpose  because  they  have  not  been  modified  by 
cultivatiot~. Cultivated fruits are usually homozygous  for size and 
quality  of  fruits because  they  have  been  selected  through  many 
ccnturies for these two essential characters. 
'The  complete paper is published in thc Journal of  The New Yosic Botanical 
Garden, Vol. 30 No.  359, p. 270-277,  1929, A  copy may he obtained for ten cents 
from the New Yorlc Botanical Garden, The Brons, New Yorlc City. 
ZComplete paper  published  in  "Verhandlur~gen  dcs  V. Interriationalen  Icon- 
gresses fix Vererbungsw.issenschaft, Berlin, 1927." Small Fruit Breeding Investigatioxie; of  the Iluited  States 
Il3epartment of  Agriculture 
By GEORGE  h4. DARROW,  U.  S. Depnrtvzent  of  Agricultz,we. 
Washiwgto7z, D. C. 
]1N 1927, an outline  and  a  summary was  published  of  the fmit 
breeding work of  the Experimelit Stations in the United States.l 
This included a summary of  the work of  the United States Depart- 
ment of  Agriculture.  Because of  this publication it is not necessary 
to review all the different fruit breeding activities of  the Department 
of  Agriculture. 
Briefly, work is being carried on to a greater or less extent with 
early apples by C. P. Close,  late apples by H. P. Gould, pears by 
M. B. Waite and associates, peaches, plums, and cherries by W. F. 
Wight, dates by W. T. Swingle and associates, citrus fruits by T. R. 
Robinson  and  associates,  Muscadine  grapes  by  C.  T. Dearing, 
blueberries  by F. V. Coville, hardy fruits by W. P. Baird, nuts by 
C. A. Reed and associates, and small fruits by G. M. Darrow, F. G. 
Waldo, and C. E. Schuster.  Tests are now being made of  promising 
selections  of  early apples, pears, peaches,  citrus fruits, Muscadine 
grapes, blueberries, currants, stra~vberries,  blackberries, raspberries, 
and gooseberries in regions to which the various fruits are adapted. 
One  or  more  varieties  of  citrus  fruits,  blueberries,  strawberries, 
blackberries,  and  gooseberries  resulting  from  this  breeding  work 
have been named and have been or are to be introduced. 
Some lines of  the fruit breeding work have been long continued, 
the citrus worlt having begun in  1892 and being  still actively fol- 
lowed.  The blueberry breeding work was begun about 1911 and Dr. 
Coville has now many thousand seedlings in the greenhouse  ready 
to set in  the field.  The work  with  some other  fruits was  begun 
relatively  recently.  Support for  the breeding  work  has  increased 
in recent years and the work is being extended. 
The small fruit breeding worlt was  initiated by 'the  late Walter 
Van  Fleet on his entering the Department of  Agriculture  in  1909. 
As  the result of  his work the Van Fleet raspberry, the first variety 
adapted to the South, was named and introduced.  The Glendale 
gooseberry, a  very vigorous variety adapted to the southern limit 
of  the region of  gooseberry growing, is now being propagated. 
Since  1920 the small  fruit  breeding  has  been  extended  rapidly 
and for this work about 25 acres are in use at Glenn Dale, Md., 10 
acres at Willard,  N. C.,  and 5 acres at Corvallis, Ore.  One straw- 
berry, the Blaltemore, has been named and is to be introduced this 
coming winter.  A  second variety, U.  S. D. A. No.  655, is  being 
propagated for introduction a year later.  One blackberry, the Brain- 
erd, has been named  and is being propagated.  Several raspberries 
and several other strawberries are being propagated for later intro- 
duction. 
'Darrow, G. A4.  Progress in Fruit Breeding.  Jour. of  Heredity, V. 18, No. 7. 
page 289.  1927. 
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The general plan of  the small fruit work  may be  illustrated by 
the strawberry breeding.  Three lines are followed :-(1)  recombining 
the qualities of  present varieties; (2) selfing to eliminate wealinesses 
for later crossing; and (3) collecting varieties and species from this 
and other countries to introduce new qualities into the strawberry. 
It is obvious that if  the most desirable qualities of  present  com- 
mercial  varieties were  combined  in one, very  great  improvements 
would result.  If  the leading varieties were rated for quality, disease 
resistance, and production, the very great differences between them 
would  be  brought  out.  On  the  scale of  100, the Howard 17 and 
Marshall might rank, under eastern growing conditions, as follows: 
Disease 
Quality  Resistance  Production 
Howard 17..  ............................  70  85  95 
................................  Marshall  95  25  30 
A new variety combining the desirable qualities of  these two would 
be a fine addition to our fruit industry.  Such a combination would 
be  a  first  step  only,  for improvements  can  be  made  in  firmness, 
color, size, shape, drouth resistance, and use for various by-products. 
To this end hundreds of  different crosses are being made, and there 
are now over 20,000 seedlings in the field in Oregon, 6,000 to 8,000 
in North Carolina, and 25,000 to 30,000 in the field  or in pots in 
Maryland. 
The Blakemore  variety  to be  introduced this coming  winter  is 
a cross of  the Missionary and Howard  17.  It is a tart berry of  the 
Missionary  type  with  foliage  more  disease  resistant  than  either 
parent.  It has a  firmer  berry  than either parent, but inherits its 
firmness  from the Missionary.  In hot moist  weather  it does  not 
puff  and become soft as does the Howard 17 and most other varieties. 
Its color is a light bright red derived from the Howard 17, but, in 
contrast to most varieties, its color does not turn dark on holding 
which  makes it well  adapted to preserving  and market purposes. 
Like the Missionary, it grows well under the short days of  winter 
and spring in the South.  Under similar conditions, the Howard 17 
malies little or no growth. 
Recombinations  of  characteristics  of  present  varieties  as  illus- 
trated by the Blakemore are capable of  improving greatly our small 
fruit industry. 
The second  line of  worli  being  followed is  the selfing  of  small 
fruits to eliminate wealinesses.  Later the selfed lines are recrossed 
to obtain hybrid vigor  as with corn.  Most but not all small fruits 
are  highly  heterozygous.  When  selfed  for  several  generations 
great reduction in vigor  is to be expected.  The seedlings resulting 
from  selfing  that  retain  desirable  characteristics  are  saved  and 
recrossed.  No  recombinations  have  yet  been  made  in  the  small 
fruit  work  of  the Department.  However,  after  three  generations 
of  selfing with the black raspberry, no reduction in vigor is evident 
and  a  remarl~ably  firm  strain has been  isolated.  It seems evident 
that our  cttltivated black  raspberry is already almost a  pure line. 
Selfilig of  purple  and  red  raspberries  and  strawberries, however, 
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The third line of  worlt is the introduction of  strawberry varieties 
and species from other countries and crossing them with cultivated. 
sorts to introduce new qualities.  Extensive collections of  wild forms 
in this country are also being made.  There are wild forms of  straw- 
berries that have more aromatic fruit and grow under more adverse 
conditions than cultivated sorts.  With the raspberries  this line of 
worlc  is  especially  important  as America  is  poorly  represented by 
native forms as compared with Asia.  The United States has three 
species compared with some 150 known species in Asia.  Years ago 
Dr. Van  Fleet  demonstrated  the value  of  breeding  these foreign 
species in origit~ating  the Van Fleet raspberry which can be grown 
successfully  far south of  the previous limit  of  raspberry  growing. 
A brief acquaintance with a few of  these raspberry species has showti 
many  desirable  qualities  as  compared  with  cultivated  varieties, 
such  as larger  fruit, greater  resistance  to diseases,  greater  vigor, 
adaptation  to  hot  climates,  etc.  Thousands  of  crosses  of  these 
foreign sorts with our present varieties have been made and hybrids 
with several species are now being grown. 
Although  no  crossing  has  been  done,  several  selections  have 
been made of  seedlings of  Pruwts tonzentosa, the bush cherry, several 
selections  also  of  Vibzirnum americautunz, the bush  cranberry, and 
one of  the flowering quince.  These selections are now being propa- 
gated. 
The breeding worlt of  small fruits in the Department is intimately 
associated with other research worlc on the same fruits.  The prob- 
lems  raised  by  the breeding  work  occupy  about  one-half  of  the 
investigators'  time.  This arrangement  seems  ideal  as the wealth 
of  plants in a breeder's collection furnishes a favorable background 
and suitable material for research work in other lines.  As an example 
might  be mentioned  the length of  day and dormancy studies now 
under way.  It  has been found that a basic reason for the adaptation 
of  varieties  of  strawberries to particular  sections is their response 
to the length of  the daily light period  at the time of  flowering and 
fruiting in the spring.  A  collection  of  varieties  and species  from 
different regions of  the world is of  great help in such a study while 
the study itself may throw light on the adaptation of  new varieties 
resulting from the breeding work. 
The problems in breeding other small fruits are not all the same 
as those  in  strawberry breeding, nor  are the problems  with  tree 
fruits necessarily  the same as with small fruit.  The interest  of  an 
organization  such  as  the  New  Yorlc  Fruit  Testing  Association, 
extensive collections  of  plant  material  such  as are represented at 
this Station, and the opportunity for such contacts as are afforded 
by  this meeting  are essential to the best development  of  breeding 
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Report by Dr. J. L. Goodale, Boston, Mass. 
I am showing some large-fruited persimmons  which have proved 
hardy with me at Ipswich, Mass. 
The  first  persimmon  (pronounced  a  pure  virginiuna,  by  Dr. 
Rehder of  the Arnold Arboretum) came from a sucker from the stock 
of  a Josephine persimmon received from T. V. Munson about 1908. 
The Josephine wood died to the ground in the severe winter of  1918- 
19.  The tree fruited this year for the first time.  For a comparison 
I  am showing  fruit  of  the Diospyros  virginiuvlu  from  the Arnold 
Arboretum, which is one-fourth or less the size of  this new variety. 
The second persimmon was received from Munson about the same 
time as a seedling of  Josephine.  According to W. A. Taylor, (U. S. 
Dept. of  Agriculture Year  Book,  1908) Prof.  Munson  raised  from 
the Josephine  tree in his  grounds, a number  of  seedlings,  some of 
which  showed  evidence  of  Kaki  blood.  A  Japanese  persimmon, 
of  the Yemon  variety,  stood near  the tree of  the Josephine.  As 
you will see, the very large leaves of  this variety, and the marked 
pubescence  of  the twigs indicate an admixture of  Kalii blood.  This 
may prove hardy in Geneva as the terminal growth ceases by August 
first. 
I am showing apples raised by E. P. Ripley of  Weston, Mass., from 
seed of  open-pollinated McIntosh about 12 years ago.  The fruit is 
large, with marked McIntosh aroma, and ripens with the Duchess. 
I  have  also  brought  specimens  of  fruits, raised  from  material 
obtained from the Fruit Testing Association, to show how they have 
done in my locality. 
I will speak especially of  the Macoun which seems to me a most 
valuable apple.  Last year it attained an average size of  2%  inches, 
some  specimens  reaching  over  3  inches  in  diameter.  The color 
was a beautiful solid, dark red, and in January when  I showed the 
fruit  before  the Massachusetts  Fruit Growers' Association,  it had 
more  McIntosh flavor  and aroma  than  the PltcIntosh  itself, liept 
under the same conditions.  The four branches, which  fruited well 
last year showed this season as many apples as in 1925. 
The early black Muscat (Muscat noir precoce) is shown especially 
for  the purpose of  illustrating what may be  accomplished  by  the 
use of  black mulch paper.  After uncovering the vines in the Spring, 
the canes are laid over the paper and allowed to remain there until 
the new shoots are an inch or two long, when the canes are tied to 
the lower wire of the trellis.  This results in an earlier flowering and 
fruiting.  It seems probable  that this procedure will  prove helpful 
to the grape breeder in enabling him to produce a coincident flowering 
of  the foreign  and the native varieties.  I  found this season  that 
Vinifera grapes handled in this way flowered June Zlst, at approxi- 
mately the same date as the native sorts, whose canes were main- 
tained on wire two or three feet from the ground. (bX~ser~a,t,iorls  on the Use  of  Blacli  &lulcll  Paper in  the 
T'incyard,  \Tit11 Special Reference .to .the 
Ma,~iagement  of  Tinifera Grapes in tlle .North 
By DR.  J. L. GOODALE,  Boslo~z,  Mass. 
IN  192s and 1929, black mulch paper was used in my vineyard  at 
Ipswich, with the object of  observing its influence upon the d.ates 
of flowering  and ripening.  The locality is about 25 miles north of 
Boston,  with  a  slightly  lower  average  temperature, about  a  mile 
from the sea, and with the prevailing southwest winds  in summer 
coming from the land.  In the past  28 years, grapes have shown a 
range of  flowering dates from June 20 to July  10.  In some seasons 
Iona and Diana have ripened well; in others Coilcord has failed to 
ripen. 
A  comparisoll  of  the different  viticultural  conditions existing  at 
Bordeaux and at  Boston shows that although Bordeaux lies two degrees 
to the north of  Boston, and the sun's rays reach it at a correspondingly 
lower angle, yet it enjoys a marked advantage durilig the early spring 
months. 
The monthly temperature averages during the season for the two 
places are as follows: 
Boston  Bordeaux 
March .............................................  36  47 
April ..............................................  46  53 
h.Iay ..........................................  57  58 
Jut~e  ..............................................  66  64 
Jullr ...............................................  72  68 
August ............................................  70  68 
September .........................................  63  64 
October ............................................  53  55 
During  the summer, however,  at Bordeaux,  with  its prevailing 
winds blowing from the ocean, the heat is tempered to a point below 
that of  Boston,  with  winds  coming  from  a  hot  interior.  But  if 
March and October be omitted, the monthly averages for temperature 
total nearly the same amount, 374 and 473 degrees, respectively. 
In the Gironde, vines trained in the usual manner, at a height 
of  one and a half feet, flower from June 10-14, and the varieties are 
all late-ripelling sorts, as the Cabernet and Sauvignon, whicli require 
a longer season than Chasselas or Pinot, found in the cooler grape- 
growing regions of  Europe. 
The seasonal distribution of  temperature is evidently a matter of 
colitrolling il~fluence. At Boston, the summer hcat is sufficient, but 
in the spring, all winds, except  southerly ones, are cold  and more 
than offset  the heat of  the sun's rays, which  actually are striking 
the earth's surface.  The following  observatiolis  are selected from 
many made for the purpose of  ascertaining how much of  this heat 
during sunny days could be made available for the benefit of  the vine. 
The records were all made with laboratory thermometers. 
May 27, 1928, 11 A.M.  Sunny, with light haze.  Ground moist. 
...............................  Thermometer 4 ft. above bare ground.  68 
...............................  Thermometer 3 in. above bare ground.  70 
Thermometer on black mulch paper, paper horizontal. .................  91 
...................................  Paper at right angle to sun's rays.  98 
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May 30, 1928, 8 a.ar. Clear.  Ground moist. 
Thermometer 4 ft. above bare ground. ...............................  67 
Thermo~neter  3 in. above bare ground. ............................... 75 
Thermometer on black mulch paper, paper horizontal. ................. 86 
Paper at right angle to sun's rays.. ..................................  .I07 
Thermometers over black mulch paper 3 feet in width, shomred the 
following temperatures at various heights. 
1 foot 2 feet  3 feet 
.................  June 17, 1928, 9 A.31. Clcar, slight haze.  90  83  81 
..................  June 18, 1928, 8.30 A.ar.  Clear, bright.  92  86  83 
June 18, 1928, 9 ;\.&I.  Clear, bright.. ....................  98  89  85 
On  the follom7ing dates the temperature maxima above the paper 
and above adjacent dry compact gravelly loam, were found to be: 
Rare ground,  July 9  July 10  July I1 
1  foot. ................................  76  92  108 
3 feet..  ................................  74  9 1  101 
B. AI. paper 1  foot. .......................  78  94  107 
Under  the conditions  noted,  the temperature of  objects resting 
on black  mulch paper was shown to be increased to a considerable 
degree, and this increase was more evident as the paper was inclined 
at right angles to the sun's rays. 
It is probable that t,he influence of  the paper in warming the air 
above it,  as compared with the warming effect of  adjacent bare ground, 
is relatively more marked in the earlier part of  the season when the 
ground is cold and moist than in mid-summer  when  the ground  is 
well warmed and dry. 
On  April  20,  1928, the canes on  one  side of  vines  of  Eumelan, 
Manito, Iona, Headlight, and Delaware were allowed to drop from 
the wires and rest upon black mulch paper, the canes on the other 
side remaining attached to the wires at a height of  two and four feet. 
On  May  2nd,  the lowered  canes  showed  average shoots one-half 
inch  in length,  as compared  with  one-quarter inch  on the others. 
May and June were exceptionally cool and cloudy.  The low canes 
were tied to the lower wire about the middle of  May.  These flowered 
about July lst, the others about a week later.  The dates of  ripening 
were more difficult to fix exactly, but seemed about ten days earlier 
for the first group. 
In 1928, cuttings of  the following Vinifera varieties were received 
from  the  New  York  Fruit  Testing  Association,  namely,  Muscat 
Hamburg, Muscat  noir  precoce,  Chasselas  Resson,  Chasselas  Rose 
Royalc,  Pinot  noir,  and  Lignan  blanc.  They  were  whip-grafted 
on canes of  America, Manito, Captivator, and Headlight, all Mun- 
son's varieties, which had been  in the vineyard for over 20  years. 
In 1929, about 30  vines which  gave promise  of  fruiting were tried 
in various ways over the blacli mulch paper.  The most satisfactory 
mctl~od  was  fottnd  to be  essentially  the same  as  that which  has 
for  ccntttries  been  cmployed  in  many  wine-growing  clistricts  of 
Europe, lvbet-c cluality of product is the first consideratioil, namely, 
vcrticnl  traitling  of  the renewal  clcments to a stalte with  a lateral. 
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A  six-foot stctlte was used  J'or  each  vine -\vitlz a  two-wire  trellis. 
The lieight  of  the lower  wire  froiii  the ground  depends up011 the 
variety, tlze point being to allow the clusters when fully formed just 
to  clear  the  paper.  Muscat  Hamburg  conscquently  requires  a 
greater height  than the Pinots.  The upper wire is two feet  above 
the lower.  The head of  the vine is kept as near the ground as pos- 
sible, as growth from the buds seems more active where the canes 
are horizontal  than where  they are drooped to the ground  from a 
high-headed vine.  Pruning is to one or two canes, according to the 
vigor of  the vine. 
When the canes are uncovered in the sl)ring, they are tied tem- 
porarily to the wires, the ground beneath being salted smooth, and 
then the heavy  type of  black  mulching  paper  placed  beneath the 
vines.  I have found it more  convenient  to use  18-inch width, one 
on each side of  the vine row, with the edges meeting.  When danger 
from late frosts is past, the canes are placed on the paper and allowed 
to remain there until the new shoots are several inches long.  They 
are then lifted from the paper, and tied to the lower wire to form a 
slight arch, with the distal bud below the level of  the wire. 
When the shoots from the fruiting canes reach the second wire, 
they are tied to it. 
The shoots from the renewal spurs are allowed to climb vertically 
along the stalte, and tied where necessary.  When they have reached 
the top of  the stalte, the tips are pinched, if  they have not by this 
time become erect, and ceased active growth. 
No summer pruning was done, except where a shoot on the fruiting 
cane showed a tendency to outgrow the others when it was pinched. 
This separation  of  the renewal  and fruiting portion  of  the vine 
seems to aid very materially in the ripening of  the fruit.  The leaves 
of  the fruiting canes received  the greatest possible amount of  sun- 
light and the heat absorbed by the paper passes upward to the fruit 
with a minimum of  interception by intervening foliage.  There seem 
also  to be  other  advantages.  Those buds which  have  the largest 
amount of  reserve  food  materials stored  in  their  vicinity  are the 
first to start in the Spring,  and make the most rapid  growth.  A 
vertically-trained renewal shoot receives  sunlight  on  June 21 over 
22G  degrees of  its circumference, and the leaves are corrcspondingly 
disposed in the least crowded manner possible.  On the other hand, 
a  shoot  trained  horizontally  can be directly illuminated  only  over 
(i8 degrees  of  its circun~ference  on  the same date, in the latitude 
of  Boston, and the leaves compete with each other over a narrow 
arc for the sunlight.  Also in the former case the axillary shoots are 
less stimulated into exuberant growth, and the winter buds at their 
base seem larger and better developed. 
Another advantage of  the paper lies in its complete suppression of 
heat-robbing weeds beneath the vines, and in preventing splashing 
of  mud during rains upon the low-lying clusters of  fruit. 
The influence  of  blacli  paper  in increasing  the amount  of  heat 
reaching  the vines  naturally  stands in relation  to the amount  of 
sunlight present during the season.  The percentage figures for sun- 
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Kormal  1928  1929 
April ..............................................  58  70  45 
May  ..............................................  59  58  72 
June ..............................................  63  55  76 
July ...............................................  64  65  80 
............................................  August  63  57  69 
September .........................................  62  51  55 
As shown by the sunshine percentages given, 1929 was an excep- 
tionally  favorable  season  for  the  absorption  of  solar  heat.  The 
Vinifera  vines were uncovered  March 22nd, but in order to avoid 
possible damage from late frosts, the canes were not placed on the 
black  mulch  paper  until  April  19th.  On June 23rd the following 
Viniferas  were  in bloom; Muscat  Hamburg, Muscat noir  precoce, 
Chasselas  Rose  Royale,  Chasselas  Besson  and  Pinot  noir.  The 
following native varieties on the Icnitien  system were just  opening 
on the same date: Iona, Diana, Delaware and Hidalgo.  On Septem- 
ber Gth, the Chasselas were ripe and on Septcmber 23rd, the Muscat 
Hamburg and Muscat noir precoce were fully ripe.  The Pinot was 
unfortunately stripped by birds before ripening. 
In comparison, on canes 4 feet from the ground Brighton ripened 
its fruit September 20th.  Concord  was  about  two-thirds  colored, 
Brighton vines outside of  the vineyard and less favorably situated 
were not ripe at this date. 
While the use of  black mulch paper in the early spring months, 
in such a region  as Boston, may result in giving daily temperature 
averages ecluallillg those of  Bordeaux, yet the actual conditioi~s  are, 
of  course, dissimilar  in the greater spread  between  the maxima of 
the day and the minima  of  the night.  Nevertheless,  the response 
of  the vine  seems  to indicate  that  it is sufficiently  well  satisfied 
with this arrangement to accelerate very decidedly its physiological 
processes. 
This method  of  arrangement  would  seem  to possess  usefulness 
to the grape breeder by advancing the flowering date of  the Viniferas 
to correspond with that of  the native varieties.  For the lover  of 
grapes in the North, it is a pleasant thought that he may in a measure 
place  his  vines  on  a  parity  with  those  situated  in  more  favored 
regions. 
Report by C. P. Close, U. S. Department of  Agriculture,  Wash- 
ington, D. C. 
It seems lilce getting back home to be here at Geneva once more. 
It was  a  good  masly  years  ago  when  I  was  here  con~iected  with 
Professor  Beach and Professor  Paddock.  We were then doing con- 
siclerable brcedisig work.  I think some of  the pollinating we clid here 
resulted in the psoduction of  Cortlal~d  and solne of  the other varieties 
which  Professor  Hedsicli  named  altcr he came here  85 years ago. 
That was t,he bcgilis~ing  of  uny  brcedi~ig  ~vorlz,  asid later I:  went to 
Dela~irare,  where there was rii~ich  interest in early summer apples. 
I then  thot~ght  -that recl  varieties of  :~pplcs  'ivo~~ld  he popt~la~.,  1 
began  breeclilig  worlc  ancl  got  illto it very  seriously  at Marylancl. NI<\7'  JrOR1< STATE FRUIT TESrI?1N(;  hSSO('IA.'~lOS  2 1 
I used  rilany  red varieties for  my  breeding  ~vork. I tliinlt  147c  can 
he  very  well  satisfied  with  tlic  rcsults  already  obtainetl,  because 
we  have a red apple threc weelts earlier than Yellow Transparent. 
It is  called  No. 37.  Grafting and budding  wood  has beell sent to 
at least  thirty  experiment  stations in  the Uiiited  States and also 
ill Canada for testing.  Next we have a11  apple that follows No. 57. 
This will be tell days, as a rule, ahead of  Yellow Tr~~lzsparent.  This 
was really the first one that attracted our attention.  It was given 
the irst nut~iber,  No. 1.  These are followed by two apples of  splen- 
did eating quality, and splendid cooltilig quality.  They are No. 34 
and No. 38.  TVe  have two others which we designate medium early 
and which are still ahead of  Transparent.  They will be going out 
as Tralisparent is coming in.  After this is one of  the shape and color 
of  Red June, but much larger than any Red June we have ever had. 
The next apple which we have is No. 15.  This has attracted partic- 
ular attention in New Jersey.  Plant breeders in New Jersey were 
more than favorably impressed with this apple, which closely resem- 
bles Red June, and is of  excellent quality.  This apple comes in with 
and  follonrs  Yellow  Transparent.  Then  we  have  another  apple 
of  which we think a great deal.  It  is one which is the result of  a cross 
I  made in  1907, when  I  was  connected with  the Maryland Agri- 
cultural College.  A graft was made at my home.  It  comes in with 
Yellow Trailsparelit and following it.  The apples  on  my tree at 
home are of  wonderful size, and well colored. 
I  have  shown  you  a  series  of  summer  apples  which  will  come 
into bearing three weeks ahead of  Yellow Transparent.  There are 
others which came in later, but we are not saying very inuch about 
them.  If  anything should happen to the present series of  the summer 
apples we  now have, this series would talte the place of  them, and 
would meet, I think, general favor. 
The Apple Variety Question in Iowa 
By H. L.  LANTZ,  Iowa Agricultztral  Experivzefzt Statio~z,  Ames, Iowa 
ONATHAN  is  by  far  the most  popular  and  profitable  apple 
grown  commercially  in  Iowa.  The trend  in  new  plantings has 
been toward Delicious, but it still remains to be demolistrated that 
Delicious  is really  well  adapted  to  Iowa  conditions.  It is  prone 
to come into bearing late, and in many locations and in sod treat- 
ment has not been producing as heavily as it should.  Willow Twig 
has proved  to be a real money  maker.  It is a  good producer  and 
the fruit can be placed  in cold storage and put on the market in 
late spring to excellent advantage. 
Few varieties have made more money than Northwestern Green- 
ing, because of  its enormous production and large size.  However, no 
Northwestern Greenings are being planted because its color is "off" 22  NEW YORIi STATE FRUIT TESTING ASSOCIATION 
and because it is deficient  in quality and is hard to market when 
there is a large crop of the better quality varieties.  Grimes Golden 
is a regular producer and is popular as a home market sort.  Golden 
Delicious  has been  quite generously  planted  to take the place  of 
Grimes, but it still remains to be seen whether it call do so under 
Iowa conditions.  Golden Delicious so far has not produced fruit of 
superior  size and often lacks the smooth, bright, waxy  finish that 
it obtains when grown where it is better adapted. 
We  refer  to Jonathan,  Delicious,  Grimes,  and Willow  Twig  as 
being the "Big 4"  for commercial planting in southern Iowa.  None 
of  these  varieties  are adapted  to northern  Iowa  except  in  a  few 
isolated locations where soil and exposures are exactly right. 
Iowa  needs  hardier  varieties  in  all  sections  of  the  State.  We 
need  a  Jonathan  hardier  in tree, free from  blight  and with  fruit 
free from  storage defects.  A  productive  Delicious  type of  earlier 
bearing would be a boon to the industry; and a large-fruited Winesap 
type is also greatly needed.  This famous old variety is found doing 
fairly well in extreme southern Iowa, but as a general rule the fruit 
runs to small sizes.  Stayman in most locations is not hardy and fails 
to put on satisfactory color and craclts badly around the stem.  Rome 
Beauty and Yorlt find favor in some sections, but generally  do not 
finish well enough to compete with the same fruit from other locali- 
ties.  McIntosh three  years  out  of  four  fails  to  mature  its fruit 
properly.  Summer temperatures in Iowa are too high for McIntosh. 
While it is true that Iowa can grow a fine grade of  Jonathan, good 
Delicious, Grimes, and Willow Twig, the fact remains that each of 
these varieties are beset  with  costly faults and defects.  There is 
great need  in  Iowa  for  new  varieties  which  are free from  serious 
defects in tree and in fruit. 
Our  growers  of  course  sense  the  need  of  improved  varieties. 
They are, however, cautious, and properly so, with respect to plant- 
ing new and untried varieties.  We have a few growers with the ama- 
teur spirit who are giving trial to a wide range of  new varieties from 
many  sources.  New  and improved  varieties  sooner  or  later  will 
displace old ones. 
Horticulturists, both amateur and professional,  have long appre- 
ciated the real need of  hardier fruits for Iowa.  From 1860 to 1915 
amateur fruit breeders in Iowa grew and fruited an enormous number 
of  seedling trees. 
The fruit breeding project  at the Iowa  Agricultural  Experiment 
Station on its present  basis  was  initiated  by  the late Professor  S. 
A. Beach in 1903.  The work has been centered on apple breeding, 
with pear and plum breeding as side lines.  'rhc  cross-bred seedlings 
produced by Beach fruited from 1915 to 1920.  A number of  promis- 
ing seedlings appeared, eleven of  which were named for introduction 
and trial. 
The following brief  notes  concern  the five most  promising  new 
apples originated and introcluced by this station.  These are Sharon, 
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Sharon  appears  to  be  the  i~iost  promising  of  the  new  applcs. 
The trec in the nmsery and  in t11c  orchard is remarkably hcaltliy, 
has  excellent  foliage, and is  a  good  vigorous  grower.  The fruit is 
of medium size and uniform.  It is oblate in form, regular and sym- 
nletrical.  The color is attractive, predoniinantly striped and mottled 
with  medium, bright  red  over  two-thirds  or  more  of  the surface. 
The  flesh is  firm, very  tender,  fine grained,  juicy,  mild  aromatic 
subacid, and very good in quality.  As gSOTV11  in central Iowa it is in 
season  from  November  to  February.  No  storage  defects  have 
appeared in the fruit. 
Sharon is  adapted to central and northern Iowa  conditions and 
has the advantage over McIiitosh in that the fruit hangs well until 
fully mature.  It is productive and the indications are that it is an 
early producer. 
SECOR  (Salome x  Jonathan) 
Secor has shown evidence of  being hardier than Jonathan, but has 
the Jonathan  tendency to blight.  The fruit has the advantage of 
being larger than Jonathan, is a later keeper and so far has been free 
from Jonathan spot.  The color is good deep red with obscure striping. 
The flesh  is  very  firm, crisp,  juicy,  medium  grain, sprightly  sub- 
acid, rich in flavor, and very good in quality.  Secor is recommended 
for trial wherever Jonathan does well.  It  will not displace Jonathan, 
but may supplement it for Iowa conditions because it matures later 
on the tree, hangs well, has a later storage season  and is not sus- 
ceptible to Jonathan spot. 
EDGEWOOD  (Salonie x Jonathan) 
Edgewood  resembles  Jonathan  in  general  form,  color,  flavor 
and is  nearly  equal to Jonathan  in quality.  At Ames  it is larger 
than  Joiiatha~z,  later  in  season  and hangs  well  to the tree until 
fully mature.  The flesh is firm, crisp, and juicy,  sprightly subacid, 
and very good in quality.  Its season extends from January to May. 
Such a  fruit deserves  a  better tree.  The original  tree and trees 
later  topworked  on  Virginia  Crab  stock  were  good  growers,  but 
in the nursery row it is unfortunately a weak, discouraging thing to 
handle.  It has shown evidence of  being less hardy than Jonathan. 
Perhaps it does not deserve mention here, except for the fact that it 
might hare distinct value in other regions  where hardi~iess  is less 
important than in Iowa. 
HAWKEYE  GREENING  (Vermont Seedling Open-Pollinated) 
Were it not for its hardiness, regularity of  production and large 
size, Hawlteye Greening would not be mentioned  as a new variety 
of  sufficient merit  for trial.  What it lacks in quality it makes up 
in productivity  and size.  It is recommended  for trial in northern 
Iowa because there is a  dearth of  winter apples now  available for 
that region.  The tree appears to be adequately hardy for northern 
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The fruit is  large in size,  oblate conic, broadly ribbed in form, 
clear  skinned, greenish yellow to yellow in color.  The flesh is very 
tender, fine grained, juicy, sprightly, subacid, about good in quality, 
and excellent for culinary purposes.  Its season extends from October 
to March in good storage. 
The tree is very good in the nursery and of  excellent habit in the 
orchard. 
MONONA  (Wolf River x Harrington) 
Monona is a novelty.  Its strongly perfumed tender flesh makes 
it stand out as a distinctive variety.  When well  grown it is large, 
good selfed red, but has the fault of  overbearing and often clusters 
badly, which is not objectionable if  thinning is practiced. 
The fruit runs from medium  to large in size, oblate, oblique  in 
form, is red  to obscurely  striped  and mottled  in color.  The flesh 
is firm, very tender, medium grain, smooth, juicy,  and mildly sub- 
acid  with  a  distinctive  perfumed  flavor.  Good  to very  good  in 
quality, and excellent for culinary uses. 
The tree is a good grower both in the nursery and orchard. 
Other varieties originated at this station are Adel, Earlham, Afton, 
Maud, Ames, and Macy.  These are less promising than the above 
five varieties. 
The Upper  Mississippi  Valley  is  devoid  of  good pears.  The old 
standard sorts are not grown in comlnercial quantities and, generally 
speaking, pear  trees are found in but few home orchards.  The old 
standards ~f  other regions have gone out because of  a lack of  hardi- 
ness and blight.  Recently new originations in Iowa, Minnesota, and 
South Dakota have been introduced and these ought to be mentioned. 
Those varieties of  most interest to Iowa are the Patten, Beierschmitt, 
Nendel, and Minnesota No. 1. These pears are all superior in quality 
to the few hardy sorts we now have, such as Longworth, Tiiramer, and 
Fluke.  The new pears are being propagated by nurserymen and trial 
plantings are becoming numerous throughout the Upper Mississippi 
Valley. 
PATTEN  (Ore1 15 x Anjou) 
Patten  has  proved  hardy  in  all  trials,  surviving  -32"  on  St. 
Joseph's  Island, Ontario, Canada.  The tree is rather ungainly  in 
its leggy  habit  ol  growth,  but  is  vigorous  and  productive.  The 
fruit is as large  as well-grown Bartlett, pyriform  in form, greenish 
ancl  hluslied, turning yellow as it ripens.  The flesh is very tender, 
very juciy, medium grain, coarse  if  overmaturc on the tree, mildly 
subacid, rich and refreshing.  Its season in Iowa is September 10 to 20. 
~EIERSCEIMITT (Bartlctt Open Pollinated) 
Originated iti northeast Iowa, on thc farm of  J,  A. Beierschniitt, 
Fairbank, Iowa.  The i'ruit is similar  to Bartlett in form and flesh 
characteristics.  It can be distinguished from Hartlett by its broader 
lorn1 ancl  tlic  tenclei~cy  to irregularity  oil  tlie  surface.  Tlie calyx 
t~tbes  ol'  the two varictics arc clistinctly unliltc in shape, Beierschniitt 
being  conic,  while  Bartlett is  alxvays funilcl  shaped.  The flesii  of NlCVi'  TORli STATE  FRI'IT  TESrrS!\'G  11SS0C1h'l'lOX  s)  :-  -<I 
Beierschnlitt  is very tender and  juicy, fine graiizeci, rich, :tromatic, 
and  rnildly  subacid  and  rates  very  good  to  best  in  quality.  Its 
season is September 15 to 25. 
To date the Beierscl-iinitt trees  have  suffered  110  winter  injury 
as grown  at Fairbank,  Iowa.  Propagated  trees  at Fairbank have 
produced good crops at six years of  age. 
The tree  and foliage  are healthy  aild  of  good  spreading  habit, 
productive, and to date free from fire blight.  Should tlie tree upon 
more extended tests prove to be of  superior hardiness and reasonably 
free of  blight, it will in our opinion be the most valuable pear yet 
introduced into the Upper Mississippi Valley. 
~ornin~  Session, Sept. 20 
The meeting was opened at 10 :00  A.M. by President Van Buren. 
Report of  Prof. M.  A. Blake, New Brunswick, N. J 
Melba  fruited  in  quite a  few  places  in  the state this year  and 
made a fine showing.  It was very large, well  colored, and of  fine 
quality.  It  is a bit tender in flesh where the trees are too vegetative. 
Early  McI~tosh. The variety  has  not  yet  fruited  with  us.  I 
have seen it fruiting upon a top-worked tree for two years at Moores- 
town, New Jersey.  It ripens there the same season  as Melba and 
is much smaller and inclined to grow ill clusters.  The color is a dull 
red and the flesh a greenish white.  It has an attractive, prominent 
aroma and is probably considerably better in appearance when grown 
farther north. 
Petrel.  Petrel is a fine home-orchard  or road-stand apple of  very 
large size and fine auality, following Melba in about a week. 
zobo.  Vile  have Eecommended tks  variety for a number of  years 
to our  comniercial  growers  because  it was  larger  than  McIntosh, 
held to the tree better and attained better color in this state.  The 
quality is good, although it does not have the aroma of  McIntosh. 
This year the variety has made a fine showing in this state.  One 
tree here  is loaded  with  apples from  234  to 3 inches  atid  over  in 
diameter.  They  are  still  holding  to  the tree, while  McIntosh  is 
mostly all picked because it has dropped so badly. 
The  varieties  of  peaches  which  we  have  recommended  com- 
mercially  for  New  Jersey  are  Cumberland  and Eclipse.  Both of 
these have done well this year and brought good prices.  TVe  have 
recommended  Eclipse in place of Hiley in this state and they have 
considerably  outsold Hiley this year.  This peach was sent to New 
Zealand  for  trial and has received  liigh  praise  from that country. 
Golden  Jubilee.  Golden  Jubilee  was  distributed  for  commercial 
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bearing in New  Jersey  last summer.  With us it appears to be the 
most promising yellow fleshed peach to ripen a few days before Car- 
man.  It sets buds heavily, is a  vigorous  grower, apparently a bit 
more  hardy in the winter than Elberta  and has a  perfect  flower. 
We are inclined to think, however, that it sets fruit better when pol- 
linated by another variety.  The fruit set thins out rather freely in 
early summer, the result  here was just  about the right set of  fruit 
which  made  exceptionally  good  size.  Just  how  well it will  set in 
other  districts,  of  course, we  do not linow.  It ripens  a  few  days 
before Carman and thus competes with southern peaches here.  Its 
size  and  appearance  in  test  orchards  this  year,  however,  would 
enable it to compete with southern peaches, at  least in local markets. 
It should unquestionably be planted upon light, well-drained,  early 
soil, since it is much more vegetative than Elberta with us. 
Home Orchard  Varieties.  We distributed  Marigold, Oriole, Rose- 
bud, and Massasoit  for home orchards.  Rosebud  ripens  just  after 
Greensboro and is a small white peach of  high quality.  Upon road- 
side stands the taste sold it this year.  It  is too small for general trade. 
Marigold and Oriole were much superior to Asp, Nectar, etc., for 
local stands this year.  When southern Elbertas are late they have 
considerable competition, however. 
Massasoit  is high  quality, but  a little too dull in color and soft 
to compete with southern Elbertas.  Several years ago we introduced 
Primrose for trial but discontinued its recommendation  after it was 
planted in southern New Jersey.  It  is a yellow fleshed peach ripening 
with Belle and made a good showing this year.  It  does well at New 
Brunsm~ick  each  year, but has  been  a  little slow  in  coming  into 
bearing in southern New Jersey.  It was decidedly better than Belle 
this year and gave a high sugar test, but we will probably not push it. 
Dwarf  Forrns  of  Elberta.  We have a  rather wide range of  semi- 
dwarf and dwarf forms of  Elberta.  One secured as a bud sport, the 
others have appeared as seedlings.  Motions Cling and  Paragon are 
two seedlings of  Elberta from New Zealand and they are both semi- 
dwarf  in habit.  At present  we  are not  propagating  any of  these 
forms except for our plant breeding collection. 
TVhite J.  H.  Hale.  We have what is practically a white J.  H. Hale, 
but the growers in this state do not think it has a place commercially 
in competition with the yellow fleshed varieties. 
Can?zing Peach.  In our first phase of  peach breeding, we originated 
a:yellow  fleshed canning peach No. 4GB.  Professor Stanley Johnston 
of  the Michigan Experiment Station writes that this is being propa- 
gated 'for comniercial  production  for  canning in  that state.  This 
variety vas canncd  and displayed  at a  meeting  of  the canliers in 
Rochester some years ago. 
Res.ztlts  of  Later  Crosses.  We  have  a  large  number  of  seedlings 
fruiting  from  later  crosses.  Quite  a  percentage  show  promise  of 
being  better  than  any of  thc varieties  we  Iiave  introduced.  The 
clif'ficulty  is  that a  considerable number  so  closely  rese~nble  each 
other  that it is  not  possible  to  cull them rapidly  and it therefore 
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of  a certain cross, ripening at any given  time.  We never  have the 
disease bactcrial leaf  spot here  at this station, and we  have never 
had serious winter injury in twenty years.  This maltes our problem 
of  selection still more difficult.  Some consideration is being given to 
making arrangements for several test orchards in other parts of  the 
state. 
Snzall  Lots  ~zot  Satisfactory.  We originally  followed tlze  practice 
of  introducing a variety by selling from two to five trees a person. 
My experience is that this is quite a \vast,e  of  effort.  As few a number 
of  trees  as from two to five are too  often  planted  in  utlfavorable 
spots, the number is not sufficient to encourage good care an4 spray- 
ing and the reports from persons testing such a few trees are often 
confusing and not of  much help.  At the end of  four or five years 
if  the variety proves promising it is still a matter of  not less than four 
or five years before there is much fruit produced of  the variety. 
Com.~zercial  Tests. With the exception of  supplying trees to experi- 
ment stations our Peach  Council is apparently beginning to further 
what might be called a commercial test.  The station and the Peach 
Council will select  a few seedlings and enough trees will be propa- 
gated so that a selected list of  growers will be permitted to purchase, 
say possibly  from  25  to 200  trees  of  a  variety if  he will  promise 
to protect and not distribute same, and make a read commercial test. 
In from four to five years this ~vould  result in a number of  orchards 
of  commercial  size which  would  produce  enough fruit so  that the 
commercial  qualifications of  the variety could  be determined.  We 
will probably try this plan out within the next year or two. 
New Jersey 66.  Last spring we sent you trees of  New Jersey 66  for 
test.  This  is  a  large  white  freestone which  ripens  with  Carman. 
It is very highly colored and  the flesh is much more firm than any 
white fleshed peach now grown at that season.  It is larger, much 
higher colored, and much more firm than Cumberland and it ripens 
about three  to five days later.  If  it continues  to do well  in  test 
orchards it will  replace Carman.  I do not know what the future is 
for a white fleshed peach in that season, in competition with yellow 
fleshed peaches.  At present, our growers are planting Cumberland 
and  Golden  Jubilee  in  place  of  Carman.  Number  66 will  follow 
Golden Jubilee. 
Some of  our growers who have fruit stands claim that after the 
public buys Cumberland they want a white peach the week following. 
Number  60  may  meet  that demand.  We will  probably  put  out 
Number 66 in cornmercial tests in New Jersey next spring.  We will 
not introduce it for general planting until it has fruited at several 
places other than at New Brunswick. 
Report by Prof. J. H. Gourley of  Wooster, Ohio. 
It seems to me that in Ohio we  are testing many more seedlings 
from Canada than from New York. 
One or two of  the apples sent out by the New York Experiment 
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fruited with us long enough for us to see how it will turn out with us. 
It  is, however, being planted commercially, although we are not sure 
how it will turn out.  Some of  the Canadian seedlings have made a 
very great impression.  The Melba and Joyce have done very well. 
Since we  have a great number of  roadside markets in Ohio, and 
since we  sell so much directly to the consumer, we  are particularly 
interested in higher quality in apples and other fruits.  Gallia Beauty 
and Red Rome Beauty come into fruiting as early as Rome Beauty, 
and since they are much  more  highly  colored  than Rome Beau- 
ty they are a distinct improvement.  We consider the Gallia Beauty 
and the Red Rome very similar. 
Report by Prof. M. J. Dorsey of  Urbana, Illinois 
I  was interested in what Mr. Gourley said about the red sports 
of Rome Beauty.  We have had a lot of  interest in &he red sports 
of  Rome Beauty in Illinois.  I am inclined to think that if  there is 
any difference in size, we  have not seen it.  Red sports have given 
an unusual size and  color, particularly  in the western  part of  the 
state.  I can hardly see any use in planting the standard variety of 
Rome in our state.  I think that more has been done in the red sports 
than we could  do in any other direction.  There is a great deal of 
interest in them. 
We  felt  for  a  number  of  years  that  the variety  question  was 
pretty well settled, but I  am inclined  to think that we  have more 
\vosk to do on varieties ahead of  us than we have done in the past. 
Fifty or 60 years ago there were about 65 or 75 varieties of  apples 
in  Illinois.  We have  been  narrowing  it  down  until  15 years ago 
Ben  Davis was the apple for Illinois.  I doubt if  there is now any 
Inore than a local interest in Ben Davis.  They have been unfavor- 
able.  Trees are being cut out, and the growers have lost a great deal 
of  money, but this is being made up on Willow, Grimes, and Jonathan. 
We  are ca,sting around, with  the more  exacting  demand  of  the 
market and trade, for new varieties.  There is considerable interest 
in the Cortland and McIntosh, but the tests are new, and we have 
not much at prese~it  to say about them.  One of  the growers told me 
that just  the last year the interest had shifted from Ben Davis to 
the Willow.  It is a  magnificent  tree in  the western  part  of  the 
cou~itry,  altho you may not be particularly interested in it. 
The fruit industry in the peach  is based  primarily upon the El- 
berta.  It is grown on a wide range of  soils in Illinois.  A good many 
men are not very well satisfied with the performance of  this variety. 
On the other hand, there are a great many who arc dissatisfied with. 
the J. H. Hale.  I know of  a good many orchards of  these wliich are 
going out.  EIe~ice,  everywhere I go, New Jersey seedlings are being 
trled out and ate attracting some interest.  Everyone is interested in 
the new seedlings corniug out from every state. 
I might  say just  R  word  about the hrecding work  being  clone iil 
Illinois.  There  are p*.ob:~l~ly  now  gro\~~itig  :30,000  or  more  of  the crosses made by the late Professor  Crandall.  We  are planting out 
many thousand seedlings for test, and niuch of  his material remains 
to be  interpreted.  1-Ie made  a  wonderful  contribution  durilig  his 
long years of  hard work. 
The narrowing  down  of  the variety  lists  and insepction  of  the 
conditions of  the state has occupied a great deal of  our time in the 
last few years.  We are less sure of  our position now than we  were 
several years ago. 
Report  on  apple,  pear,  and  cherry  varieties  by  G. H.  Howe, 
Geneva, N. Y. 
Before I discuss the new  Station seedlings, I wish  to say that I 
have been interested in the remarks which have been made regarding 
red-colored  sports.  There seems to be  some difference  of  opinion 
as to whether these red sports of  various varieties of  apples fall down 
in size in  comparison  with  their  parents.  TVe  have  a  number of 
these red sports growing here at the Station and in my judgment 
Red Rome is the only one of  several which falls down in size.  Cer- 
tainly Red Gravenstein and Red Spy each year are just  as large as 
the ordinary  Gravenstein  and Spy.  The sports differ  from  their 
parents only  in the better  coloring.  In the case of  Red  Rome I 
do not believe  that it is  enough  smaller than the ordinary  Rome 
to preclude its culture. 
In connection  with  our  Station seedlings  I  want  to say that I 
do not entirely agree with what Mr. Palmer said yesterday regarding 
the naming of  so many seedlings.  I realize that every time a seedling 
is named by Station fruit men, it rather gives the stamp of  approval 
to the variety in the mind of  the public.  We find, however, that in 
sending out a  large number of  seedlings it is almost impossible to 
keep  track of  them if  they are distributed  under a  number.  It is 
considerably easier for us, and probably for the fruit grower as well, 
to remember these dift'erent fruits when they have a name instead 
of  a numbcr.  Members of  this Association and others who are inter- 
ested in new fruits should understand  that the varieties which  the 
Station recommends and which the Fruit Testing Association  sells 
are not recommended for extensive commercial  culture but rather 
for trial.  Only after repeated trials in various localities can a variety 
be recommended  or  condemned  as a  commercial  possibility.  This 
leads me to say that the Station fruit men always are glad when a 
fruit grower sends in a report on the behavior of  the new varieties 
which the Association has sent out.  Such reports are filed and from 
them  much  information  is  gained  regarding  the behavior  of  the 
variety in various regions. 
Here are samples of  a number of  varieties of  new fruits which the 
Association is introducing, plates of  which are on exhibition at the 
side of  the room.  I shall discuss apples, pears, and cherries. 
The first apples to be considered are the McIntosh type seedlings. 
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from our crosses superior McIntosh-like apples which will cover the 
season of  McIntosh from late summer to midwinter.  We have been 
successful in originating  several  of  such seedlings.  I  do not mean 
that perfection has been attained or even approached, but we have 
lengthened  the McIntosh season  very  materially.  We think  that 
some of  these  McIntosh seedlings are going  to prove  as valuable 
as Cortland after due trial.  The earliest ripening one of  these Mc- 
Intosh seedlings is Early McIntosh.  This is a cross between Yellow 
Transparent and McIntosh. As you see the fruit resembles McIntosh 
rather closely.  This year the apples are under size, because the trees 
were prodigio~~sly  fruitful and the fruit was not thinned sufficicntly 
early for it to attain the size which  the  variety usually  develops. 
Ordinarily it is a good sized, handsomely colored, trim, symmetrical 
apple.  It ripens  carly in August  and has a most refreshing  flavor 
with  the  pronounced  McIntosh  aroma.  Early  McIntosh  should 
be a splendid roadside marltet sort for it is as good to eat out of  hand 
as it is for culinary purposes.  The trees are very vigorous, healthy, 
and very productive. 
Following  Early McTntosh, Milton  is the next one of  these  Mc- 
Intosh types to ripen.  Milton is a sister seedling of  Early IliIcIntosh. 
Its season is from the end of  August  to late September.  Milton is 
a  handsome  apple, colored  with  bright  pinkish  red.  In fact, few 
apples are more attractive than Milton in color.  The size is always 
good.  Unfortunately, sometimes the apples are not as symmetrical 
as one would like, often being bulged a little on one side.  Occasionally, 
too, when the fruits are not well colored, there will be a, noticeable 
spotting of  the surface.  On  the.  whole,  however,  Milton  presents 
a11  attractive appearance.  It is  just  as  good  in  quality as Early 
IliIcIntosh, altho it does not  have quite as much of  the McIntosh 
aroma as the former.  For the roadside marltet Milton will be much 
sought. 
After  the season  of  Milton  is past, McIntosh ripens.  Following 
McIntosh and keeping  considerably longer  is  Cortland.  Cortland 
now is so well ltnown by every one that T  need not comment further 
upon it except to say that many reports have come in from growers 
who  are well pleased  with  the variety  and who  are planting it it1 
increasing numbers. 
Macoun is the latest ripening of  the McIntosh seedlings.  It is a 
cross between McIntosh and Jersey Blacl;.  In appearance the fruit 
resembles McIntosh very closely.  In fact it has been difficult some- 
times  to  distinguish  between  the  two.  Macoun  lteeps  well  thru 
January.  It  has an excellent flavor ancl considerable of  the i\/IcIntosh 
aroma, altho this is not as pronounced  as in Cortlaiicl.  It will be 
interesting  when  reports  commence  to come  in  from  members  of 
this Association  who will  soon have Macoun in fruiting.  IF  it does 
as well elsewhere as in Geneva  I feel certain that the variety has a 
future in apple culture. 
Leaving  the i\/lcIntosh type apples  I  will  discuss  next  seedlings 
of  Delicious.  Just as we  have been striving to hreecl improvecl seed- 
lings of  McIiitosh at Geneva so have we sought to obtain improved 
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and a delicate aroma, hut the -variety does not sccni to be miell  suited 
to New  Yorlc State.  Lilte McIntosh, however, Delicious is a good 
parent from which to breed better apples.  Thc first seedling which 
I show you is Medina, a cross between Deacon Jones and Delicious. 
You mill note the resemblance to Delicious in shape and the much 
better  size of  the fruit.  Medina  always attains good  size but not 
always is it quite as well colorecl as one would  like, yet usually  it 
has a  characteristicly pinkish  red  color  of  singular  attractiveness. 
While  the flesh  is  somewhat  coarse  and  the flavor  a  little  more 
sprightly than Delicious, there is the pronounced Delicious aroma. 
Orleans,  a  sister seedling  of  Medina, is recommended  as a  com- 
panion to that sort.  Orleans is always uniformly well colored with 
a  rich  dark  red.  The fruit  attains  excellent  size  and  resembles 
Delicious closely in shape.  The flavor  of  the two seedlings  is not 
unlike  except  that  Orleans  may  be  a  little  more  sprightly  than 
Medina, but it has the same Delicious  aroma.  Orleans, however, 
will  keep  a  little longer  than  Medina  and may thrive on  soils to 
which Medina is not adapted. 
Newfane,  which  is  another Deacon  Jones  by Delicious  cross, is 
the last one of  these seedlings to be introduced by the Association. 
Newfane was selected for trial because of  its large-sized fruit and very 
attractive dark, solid red color.  The fruit is not unlike that of  Stark- 
ing and might readily  be taken as a red-colored  sport of  Delicious 
instead of  a seedling of  it.  Newfane has to a high degree the same 
Delicious aroma, but the flavor is often milder than Delicious.  It  is 
a splendid dessert apple ripening about Cfiristmas time. 
The Station has selected from the McIntosh and Delicious seed- 
lings two sweet apples which the Association is introducing.  One is 
Sweet Delicious,  a  Deacon Jones  by  Delicious cross.  There seems 
to be a place for good sweet apples in the apple industry.  A great 
many physicians  now  are recommending  sweet apples in the diet 
of  their patients.  Sweet Delicious was selected because of  its resem- 
blance to Delicious and because it has the delicate Delicious aroma 
mingled with the sweetness of  the flesh. 
Sweet McIntosh is the sweet apple of  the McIntosh type which 
was selected for trial because it has the pronounced McIntosh aroma. 
Sweet  McIntosh is not always as attractive in appearance as one 
would  wish,  hut it. possesses such  a  delectable  flavor  for  a  sweet 
apple that it deserves a trial. 
Now  we  come  to  the Lodi,  a  cross  between  Montgomery  and 
Yellow Transparent.  Lodi is really an improved Yellow Transparent. 
The fruit is larger, ripens a little later, and is better in quality.  It 
has a sprightly flavor which becomes milder as the season advances 
so that the fruit can be eaten out of  hand with relish.  The tree is 
much  better  than  that  of  Yellow  Transparent.  For  those  who 
desire a larger type of  Transparent, we recommend Lodi. 
Since  we  are introducing  a  seedling  of  Yellow  Transparent  it 
seems desirable also to offer one of  the Red Astrachan type.  I show 
you  Carlton which  is  a  cross between  bilontgomery,  an attractive 
red  apple, and Red Astrachan.  This variety has been  distributed 
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Astrachan No. 2391.  The fruit ripens a month later than its parent; 
is  handsomely  colored  as you  see; and  always  attains  good  size. 
The flesh has a pronounced Astrachan flavor.  The tree is vigorous 
and an annual bearer. 
The Associatioil is introducing one variety which is more or  less 
of  a novelty and probably will never attain commercial importance. 
It is  Red  Sauce, a  cross  between  Deacon  Jones  and Wealthy, so 
named because of  the red flesh from which can be made an attractive 
red sauce.  When the apples are well colored the flesh is cotlsiderably 
stained with red.  The fruit is worthless except for culinary purposes 
because the flesh is coarse and the flavor sprightly. 
I show you here specimens of  Red Gravenstein, Red Spy, and Red 
Rome.  You  are  all  familiar  now  with  these  sports.  They  difTer 
from  their parents only in the color of  the sltin.  I think that you 
will agree with me, as I said at the outset, that Red Spy and Red 
Gravenstein are just  as good  in  size as their  parents.  Red Rome 
seems to be a little smaller than Rome Beauty, but the variety will 
increase in size coilsidesably during the next few weelts. 
Just a  brief  discussion now  concerning  the pear  seedlings which 
the  Association  is  introducing.  The  St,ation has  originated  and 
named six in all.  I can show you fruits of  but three of  these.  The 
first one is Cayuga which is an open-pollinated  seedling of  Secltel. 
It comes in season about with Seckel, lteeps longer, and is cotlsider- 
ably larger.  Tests indicate that the variety is not self-fruitful and 
must be cross-pollinated  to insure a crop. 
The  Station  rccommeiids  three  Bartlett-type  pears  to  extend 
the season of  that well-ltl~own  sort.  The first one to ripen is Gorham 
which  comes  in  about  two  weeks  after  the  Bartlett.  The  fruit 
resembles Bartlett in appearance, possibly  a little more turbinate, 
but with  the same clear, clean yellow.  Ripening  after Gorhani is 
Pulteney  which  resembles  Bartlett  in  appearance  and  in  flavor. 
Pulteney is a little more sprightly than Bartlett but has the same 
refreshing flavor.  Its season is a good four weelts later than Bartlett. 
The chief  fault of  the fruit is the dullness  in  color, but oil lighter 
soils than ours the yellow  will  be  much brighter.  As the season of 
Pulteney ends, that of  Phelps comnie~~ces.  The fruit is of  the type 
of  Bartlett and ripens six weelts later than that sort, coniitlg in as 
it does about Thanltsgiving time and lasting until Christmas.  Lilte 
Pulteney the fruit is a littlc dull in color and the surface of  the pears 
is soiinetinies a little pebbled hut oil lighter soils than that of  Geneva 
the variety does much better. 
This last season the Station named two other pear scedli~igs,  fruits 
of  ~vhicln  I  am t~ilahle  to show you.  These arc Ovicl  arid Willard. 
Botli are Eartlctt by  Dorset crosscs and both have sufficient merit 
to warrailt their distribution 1,y  the ~lssociatioii  as soori as stock is 
available. 
We have made at the Station a  great many  cherry crosses but 
so  lav  orily  one  has bcevl  named.  This is  Seneca, frozcn  fruits of 
mrhicl~  I.  will  pass  around arnoxi:;  you  You  can  not cat thcrr-t but 
you  will scc the size, color, atitl shape of  the s-aricty.  OT  all the early 
chetrics, which ~17e  iciiow, Scneca is the hcst.  It is  n  cross 1)etwccn .Early Purple  and  an  unlmown  sweet  c1ler1-y.  lu  appcarancc  JJOLI 
will  note that it resembles Black  Tartarian very closely.  It ripens 
two weeks earlier  than that ~~~ell-.kiiowii  sort.  'rhis  year the season 
was about the 10th or  12th of  June alld in ri particularly early season 
I have scen the fruits well colored and fairly ripe oil Memorial Day. 
The fruit is as large as Tartarian, soft flcshed and deliciously flavored. 
For the roadside trade not a variety competes with Seneca. 
The breeding of  cherries, sweets and sours, continues at tlle Station 
and we hope that some day othcr good seedlings will appear which 
will merit trial. 
Report  on  grape  and  plum  varieties  by  Richard  Wellington, 
Geneva. N. Y. 
We do not have  many  new  kinds to mention  this year.  I  will 
simply  note the varieties being  propagated  and will  answer  ques- 
tions in regard to same.  The two early grapes, Portland and Ontario, 
are  becoming  more  popular  each  year.  The flavor  of  Portland 
is  somewhat  foxy  and  sweet, while  that of  Ontario  is  sweet  and 
vinous.  At the State Fair I  saw some fine Portland grapes  which 
were  exhibited  from  the  I-Iudson  River  Valley.  The Rrocton  is 
an exceptionally  fine-flavored  grape,  and  although  it  thrives  on 
our soil at Geneva, it has not done so well at Fredonia.  This again 
shows that varieties may succeed under  some conditions  and not 
under  others.  The most recent  of  the white colored grapes  to be 
introduced  is  the  Golden  Muscat, a  cross  between  the Diamond 
and Muscat  Hamburg.  It possesses the finc flavor  of  the Vinifera 
grapes  but  may  be  a  little  delicate  for  shipping.  For  the home 
grower  or  roadside  market  it  is  a  valuable  grape.  The  Golden 
Muscat ripens  a week  or ten days later than the Concord, is per- 
fectly hardy at Geneva, and produces magnificent  clusters.  Unless 
severely pruned, it may overbear. 
Another  new  grape,  the  Wayne,  is  very  prolific.  It is  nearly 
black, att,ractive, and of  good  quality.  It has one fault, and that 
is it is liable to overload and shell.  Closer pruning would  probably 
reduce  this trouble.  If  the fruit is not held  in storage, the shelling 
is not a serious factor.  Another new dark colored grape is the Wat- 
ltins, a  sister to the Wayne.  This variety does not shatter, but its 
clusters do not average as good  as those  of  Wayne.  It is  good in 
quality and  consequently  has been propagated for trial.  Iceuka, a 
cross between the Chasselas Rose and Mills, is probably about 85% 
vinifera.  This variety is lilted. by  those  who  prefer  the European 
type of  grape. 
The Dunkirk resembles Delaware in  appearance, but has a larger 
berry.  In the vicinity of  Washington it has been reported as doing 
especially well.  The Sheridan grape needs no mention at the present 
time, except to say that it gives promise  of  being  a  valuable black 
grape to follow  Concord.  Pontiac,  a  sister  to Sheridan, possesses 
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due to its poor clusters.  Some members of  our Association are very 
much pleased with its flavor and want it in their garden. 
Refore  leaving  the grapes  I  wish  to call  your  attention to the 
Seneca  This variety is a cross between Lignan blanc, a pure Vinif- 
era, and the Ontario.  The grape  is  perfectly  hardy at Geneva, 
ripens  very  early,  and fills  the bill  for  those  who  want  an early 
maturing European  grape.  The fruit is white, sweet, and vinous. 
By next year vines will be ready for distribution. 
The Association  has heen  propagating and sending out three of 
Burbank's plums, namely Beauty, Formosa, and Santa Rosa.  The 
Santa Rosa  tree is  exceptionally large  and vigorous  and its fruit 
is large, attractive, and red fleshed.  It is a plum  that is too little 
known and worthy of  greater consideration.  The Formosa, another 
of  Burbank's plums, produces exceptionally large-sized fruits. Reauty 
is the earliest desirable Japanese plum tested.  It is very attractive 
and of  fine quality.  For the home orchard and roadside market it 
should prove of  value. 
Stanley,  a  prune  produced  by  crossing  the  Agen  with  Grand 
Duke, will probably become a commercial variety.  Its fruit is large, 
attractive, blue,  good  in  quality, and  ripens  over  a  week  before 
Italian Prune. 
We  have two  other  plums  that were  produced  by crossing  the 
Golden Drop with Grand Dulte.  One has been named  the Hall and 
the other the Albion.  The Albion has the larger tree and is without 
question the best very late European plum. 
A number of  years ago the Association sent out the Pacific prune. 
This variety produces large, good quality fruits, but is liable to be a 
shy bearer. 
Imperial  Epineuse  produces  exceptionally  high  quality  fruits. 
It is grown  extensively in California and has done well in the test 
orchards  at Geneva  and  Ithaca.  This  plum,  like  many  others, 
recluires a  pollinator  in order  to set a  good  crop.  We feel that if 
the majority  of  people  knew  more plums  of  this type, that there 
would be a better market for plums. 
Report on grape varieties by F. E. Gladwin, Fredonia, N. Y 
Before passing  to the newer sorts of  grapes, I would  like to say 
a word on the Station's older introductions. 
The Portland is undoubtedly supreme.  I say that because most 
of  the people  prefer  the Portland when  they are given the oppor- 
tunity of  trying it.  Thc prcjudicc in regard  to the white or green 
grape  seems to be  passing.  The second  early  white  grape in  im- 
portalice is Ontario.  Personally, I think the Ontario is far superior 
to Portland.  Thc latter, however, has greater productiveness. 
1 am sorry  to say  that  the  earliest  of  all  grapes, Station  100, 
cannot  be  sho-cvn as it was  ripe  the 27th  of  August.  It is a  \iery 
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are not ready to name this grape, as we ~vish  to lino~v  'more about its 
productiveness.  It is fully as good in. cjuality, if  not superior to the 
Cor~cord. 
Passing on to the nest in successiotl, we have the Predonia, which 
has recently  been  named.  Fredonia  was  ripe  fully  ten  days ago. 
Its clusters are not up to the standard, but are typical of  the season. 
The vines  have  been  remarltahly  productive  in  the  past  years. 
Although it is not of  the highest quality, as some of  us see it, it does 
appeal to many tastes. 
The  next  grape  that  demands  our  attention is  also  unnamed. 
This  is  a  white  seedling,  a  cross  between  Castile  and  TiVinchell. 
Castile  possesses  some  wonderful  fruit  characters,  but  has  the 
fault of  late maturity.  Its wonderfully  colored berries rarely reach 
an edible condition.  The fruit of  the seedling  is melting  and the 
seeds separate readily.  It  will ripen perfectly this year. 
I  think  I  will  say a  word  about Sheridan.  Tnis  year  Sheridan 
will  have a  very fine crop of  excellent  clusters.  It is evident this 
year  that  the  seasons  of  Sheridan  and  Concord  are  closer  than 
in the past.  I am glad to see this happen, for the sole objection to 
Sheridan has been, that possibly it matured too late. 
Report  on  nectarines  and  peaches.  By Richard  Mrellington, 
Geneva, N. Y. 
This  Station  bas  done  comparatively  little  work  in  breeding 
peaches.  In fact, we  have held  back  on peach  breeding and have 
given more attention to plums, cherries, pears, apples, grapes, and 
small fruits. 
The Association  has sent out a few peaches  and nectarines origi- 
nated by others and is planning to propagate some of  the new ltinds 
originated  by the New  Jersey  and Vineland  Experiment  Stations. 
The  two  peaches  which  the  Association  has  propagated  and 
sent out are the Mikado and the Wilma.  The Miltado was obtained 
originally from a Texas nurseryman.  It is the earliest yellow peach 
of  value, and is recommended for the roadside marltet and the home. 
Miltado  must  be  interulanted  with  other  varictics.  as  it is  self- 
unfruitful. 
One of  the New Tersey seedlillgs which has attracted our attention 
011  account of  its earliness  is  ~fari~old.  Jt is a freestone and due 
to its carliiiess and high quality we believe it is worthy of  trial. 
Oriole, another New Jersey peach, seems to be a good one to follow 
the  Marigold.  TVe  think  this  variety  has  sufficient  merit  to be 
propagated.  Eclipse, a New Jersey seedling, follows the Oriole. 
Most of  our growers have been depending upon the Elberta as a 
commercial peach.  By using these early maturing ltinds there is no 
reason  why  peaches  cannot  be  put  on  the marltet  ahead  of  the 
Elberta. 
The South Haven, originated in Michigan, seems to be well worthy 
of  trial.  Although  it is smaller, less attractive, and not as good a 
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We have also  been  testing  a  seedling  of  the Ullyette  Brothers 
of  Dansville, N. Y., namely the Livingstone.  The Livingstone and 
South Haven ripen at about the same time, that is, about ten days 
earlier  than Elberta.  The former  has the advantage in having  a 
more attractive color. 
The Pioneer, a white fleshed peach originated by the New Jersey 
Station, ripens  about  with  Carman.  This  variety  is  a  promising 
white peach. 
Sunbeam, another New Jersey seedling, attracted much attention 
at the State Fair.  It is medium  in size, yellow-fleshed, and good 
in quality.  Sunbeam ripens with Oriole, that is ahead of  Carman. 
For a number of  years this Station has been malting a collection 
of  nectarines, and the most satisfactory variety tested is Sure Crop, 
an introclt~ction  from  New  Zealand  by  the  U. S. Department  of 
Agriculture. 
The Quetta, another white-fleshed nectarine, is being propagated 
and distributed in Califor~lia.  It attains a large size, but is a cling- 
stone. 
The  Hunter  nectarine  produced  by  this  Station  is  medium  in 
size and yellow fleshed.  Unfortunately  its foliage  mildews  unless 
sprayed. Hunter No. 1, its parent, produces fruit like that of  Hunter, 
and does not develop mildew.  Consequently, we have decided that 
it would  be  better to propagate  the Hunter  No. 1 instead  of  the 
Hunter.  The two must be separated, as they differ a little in season 
and susceptibility  to mildew.  The curculio, a former  handicap  to 
the nectarine, does little damage when trees are properly sprayed. 
We feel that the nectarine is in about the same position as the peach 
100 years ago, that is, when we depended upon the foreign hothouse 
varieties.  Very  little breecling work  has  been  done with  the nec- 
tarines,  but since they  cross readily  with  the peach, it should be 
easy to improve their size and appearance.  The first generation will 
probably be ft~zzy,  as the fuzz seems to dominate the smooth condi- 
tion.  However,  in  the second  generation  segregation  should  take 
place and nectarines as large as the largcst peaches should be secured. 
The nectarine is an attractive fruit and is preferred  to the peach 
by  many  people.  It has  a  characteristic  flavor  which  is  indeed 
pleasant, and if  this quality can be combined with the best characters 
of  the peach,  the nectarine  will  undoubtedly  become  one  of  our 
leading fruits. 
Report  on  tlie  small  fruits, including  PYLII~S  toine~~tosa,  goose- 
berries, raspberries, ancl stra~vberries. By G.  T,.  Slate, Geneva, N.  Y. 
The Station is attempting to improve certain minor fruits which 
seem to have promise if  improved types can be developed.  Among 
these  is  P,  /owe,ltosa, ltnown  as  the Manchu  cherry  or  Chincse 
d\v;trf  clserry.  It is  grown  in  a  limited  way  as  a11  ornamental,  a 
purpose .for which it is well adapted, being very attractive in flower, 
loliage, :i1sc1 fruit.  'L'he  -fruit is similar  to that of  tllc sour clserries, NI3T'i'  ?irC)I~Ii  STATE FRUI'l'  TESTlNG i\SSO('li\'l'IOS  3  7" 
and  very pleasant and refreshing  in  flavor.  The tree is olily about 
eight feet ill height and herlce 1i1akes a nice fruit plant fot- tlie sniall 
place. 
This season  1300 seedlings  of  P,  towev~tosa  fruited on the Station 
grounds, and considerable variation was  noted.  Several unusually 
large-fruited  seedlings  were  selected. for  propagation.  These   ill 
eventually be named and distributed. 
New and worth while gooseberry varieties are few and I'ar between, 
probably  owing to the lack of  interest in this fruit.  Poorman has 
been propagated for several years, but still is listed by only a few 
nurseries.  I wish to emphasize the point that Poorman is the only 
gooseberry  tested at Geneva that can be said to have real  dessert 
quality.  In addition the plants are unusually vigorous and healthy. 
They are late in coming into bearing, but crop well thereafter. 
Fredonia, one of  our own seedlings, has very large, dark red berries 
which ripen somewhat later than Poorman.  It is a typical English 
variety and superior to the other English sorts we have tried. 
Considcrable  breeding  work  has  been  done  with  raspberries, 
both at this Station and at other Stations.  June, sent out a number 
of  years ago has become the standard early variety, far surpassing 
others  of  its season.  Newburgh  is  our  latest introduction  and it 
has features that male it worthy  of  trial by every berry grower. 
The plants  are very  productive,  vigorous,  and  have  shown  some 
indicatio~zs  of  being  resistant  to mosaic.  The fruit  is  very  large, 
bright  red,  very  firm,  does  not  crumble  as  does  Latham, and is 
fairly good in quality.  It  is a few days earlier than Latham in season. 
It  will probably ship exceptionally well. 
Viking,  from the Horticultural  Experiment Station at Vineland, 
Ontario, is  doing very  well  at this  Station and is well  worthy of 
trial.  The plants are tall, vigorous,  productive, practically  thorn- 
less, and hear the fruit out in the open where  it may be readily 
harvested.  The berries are bright red, firm, and of  good  quality. 
It has decidedly more style and quality than Latham. 
We have named  only  one blaclr  raspberry,  the Dundee.  In the 
tests it has proved  superior to the standard varieties.  The plants 
are very vigorous, and produce large, glossy, high quality berries. 
Two purple  raspberries  have  been  named, Brant  and  Webster. 
As  compared  with  Columbian, the fruit is  firmer, less  inclined  to 
crumble, and that of  Bralzt  is  considerably larger.  Neither  is  the 
equal to Colttmbian in quality.  I prefer Brant because of  its larger 
size and better quality, but some growers like Webster because of 
its firmness and easiness  to pick.  Webster seems to do  better  in 
Erie County than at Geneva. 
We  had  hoped  to  offer  several  new  strawberries  next  spring, 
but owing to the dry weather, not many plants were made this surn- 
mer and it will be another year before we have plants to offer.  Four 
seedlings resulting  from a  cross between  Marsl~all  and Howard  17 
(Premier)  were  named  this  summer.  I11  plant  characters  these 
varieties are outstanding, all being unusually vigorous and produc- 
tive.  The fruit of  all is large, glossy, and of  fine quality, holding up 
in size t,hroughout the season. 35  NEW PORK  STATE  FRUIT  TESTING ASSOCIATION 
Caledonia has been selected  by  a representative of  the National 
Preservers'  Association  as superior for preserving purposes,  and is 
being offered for that purpose.  It  is, however, a good geiieral market 
berry. 
Culver  is an excellent  late variety that is  also  well  adapted to 
preserving.  It is somewhat sprightly but of  excellent quality. 
Clermont we consider the best market variety of  the lot.  The ber- 
ries are large, handsome, and do not bruise easily. 
Cato was named for home use because of  its high quality.  It is 
nearly  as  good  as  Marshall  in  quality  and far  superior  in  plant 
characters.  The readiness with which it bruises bar it as a general 
market berry. 
Wvona which has been  on trial at this Station for several years 
is the best very late variety, the plants being healthy, vigorous; and 
productive.  The fruit is of  good size, good quality, and attractive in 
appearance.  We have not brought it to your  attention until this 
year as it has not been on the market until the past spring. 